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Well defined experiments and numerical analyses are conducted to determine the importance of dynamic effect in capillary
pressure relationships for two-phase flow in porous media. Dynamic and quasi-static capillary pressure-saturation (Pc-Sw)
and, qSw/qt-t curves are determined. These are then used to determine the dynamic effects, indicated by a dynamic
coefficient (�) in the porous domains which establishes the speed at which flow equilibrium (qSw/qt ¼ 0) is reached. s is
found to be a nonlinear function of saturation which also depends on the medium permeability. Locally determined s seems
to increase as the distance of the measurement point from the fluid inlet into the domain increases. However, the functional
dependence s-Sw follows similar trends at different locations within the domain. We argue that saturation weighted average
of local s-Sw curves can be defined as an effective s-Sw curve for the whole domain which follows an exponential trend too.
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Introduction

To characterize a variety of industrial problems (e.g., reme-
diation of contaminated subsurface), one needs to quantify
two-phase flow in porous media. Various authors have devel-
oped numerical schemes to quantify such flow behavior in
which the relationships between capillary pressure (Pc) and
water saturation (Sw) are needed. The Pc-Sw relationships are
largely determined by well defined experiments in the labora-
tories using porous samples of 10–12 cm height. In these
experiments, Pc is calculated by measuring the difference in
average nonwetting (Pnw) and wetting (Pw) fluid phase pres-
sures, expressed as a function of wetting phase saturation (Sw)

Pnw � Pw ¼ Pc;equðSwÞ ¼ f ðSwÞ (1)

In Eq. 1, Pc,equ is the capillary pressures at equilibrium satu-
ration condition (qSw/qt ¼ 0). Traditionally, the capillary pres-
sure relationship in Eq. 1 is defined to include a combined
effect of all the factors that influence the equilibrium saturation
distribution in the porous sample, namely, fluid properties
(e.g., surface tension, viscosity, and density ratios), medium
properties (e.g., pore size distribution, permeability and poros-

ity) and so on. However, the determination of the equilibrium
Pc-Swrelationships is a time consuming process and the fluids
do not necessarily flow under the equilibrium condition, partic-
ularly at smaller time durations when Sw changes with time is
fast implying that the time derivative of saturation (qSw/qt)
may be high. Under these circumstances, Pc-Swrelationships
strongly depend on both Sw and qSw/qt. This dependence is
known as the dynamic effect.1–4 There are a number of
authors who suggest that the conventional quasi-steady capil-
lary pressure relationship as given in Eq. 1 may not describe
the two-phase flow behavior under the dynamic conditions.1–19

It was suggested that Eq. 1 should be generalized to include a
capillary damping or dynamic coefficient (s) as below6

Pc;dyn � Pc;equ
� ���

Sw
¼ �s @Sw=@tð ÞjSw

(2)

where, Pc;dyn ¼ Pdyn
nw � Pdyn

w and Pc,equ are the capillary
pressures at dynamic and equilibrium conditions, all measured
at the same Sw. As evident, the equation has the general form
of a straight line and, in theory, should pass through the origin
on a plot of Pc;dyn � Pc;equ

� �
vs. qSw/qt. The slope of this linear

relationship is the dynamic coefficient (s). These are discussed
in detail by Mirzaei and Das2 and Das et al.3 and the references
therein where the values of t are reported to range from 1.93 �
106 to 9.95 � 109 Pa s. Recently, more studies on
determination of s and its physical interpretation have been
reported4,18–20 which suggest the importance of obtaining the
values of the dynamic coefficient. Other recent work21,22 in the
area have focused on developing numerical codes for
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simulating two-phase flow in porous media based on the
dynamic capillary pressure relationship (Eq. 2).

Despite the knowledge that has accumulated so far, there
is still ambiguity concerning the magnitude of the dynamic
coefficient and consequently dynamic Pc-Swrelationships for
quantifying the dynamic two-phase flow behavior in porous
media. In this regard, a number of fundamental questions
need to be addressed carefully, e.g., can the functional de-
pendence of the dynamic coefficient on porous medium
properties such as the permeability be measured experimen-
tally and the interpretation of these relationships. This article
aims to resolve these issues through well-defined laboratory
experiments. In particular, the experimental characterization
of dynamic coefficient in two different types of porous
media is attempted. The experimental results of silicone oil-
water flow in homogeneous porous domains are presented to
explore the effect of porous medium properties by consider-
ing samples with different grain size, e.g., bulk permeability,
porosity and pore size distribution index.

To achieve the aims of this article, we have designed in-
house experiments for determining local and effective (aver-
age) Pc-Swrelationships for two-phase flow in homogeneous
porous media. The experiments are specifically aimed at (1)
understanding the behavior of Pc-Swrelationship caused by
applied boundary conditions and types of porous sample and
(2) quantifying dynamic effect for silicone oil-water flow in
homogeneous porous media at different locations within the
domain. The methodology of our experiments and, the
results of drainage experiments conducted on two different
porous media are presented and discussed. Transient and
quasi-static experimental results are used to calculate
dynamic coefficient and quantify dynamic effect locally and
at the scale of the whole domain. This point is of particular
interest since s-Swcurves are determined locally and then
averaged to find an effective s-Swcurve for the full domain.
The experiments are also simulated using already developed
computer models1–4 by these authors.

Materials and Experimental Methods

Experimental rig

An experimental rig (Figure 1) has been designed in this
work to quantify the dynamic effect (s) in porous media. As
evident in Eq. 2, the parameters that are needed for this pur-

pose are the quasi-static (Pc,equ) and dynamic (Pc,dyn) capil-
lary pressures, water saturation (Sw) and the time derivative
of the saturation (qSw/qt). Therefore, our experiments have
been conducted specifically to obtain these parameters. The
constructed rig involved a cylindrical cell packed with either
fine or coarse-grained sand in which dynamic and steady-
state flow experiments have been performed. In each experi-
ment, silicone oil was injected at the top of a sand column
(Figure 1) through a hydrophobic filter and water drained
out of the cell through a hydrophilic filter at the bottom of
the cell. Three mini-time domain reflectometer (mini-TDR)
probes are installed at different heights in the sample to
measure in situ water content during an experiment. Three
pairs of pressure transducers (PTs) are also mounted on the
cell wall, which are at the same heights as the mini-TDR
probes. Each pair of PTs contains one PT equipped with
hydrophilic filter and another with hydrophobic filter which
monitor average water (Pw) and silicone oil (Pnw) pressures,
respectively, corresponding to the Sw measurements by the
TDR probe at the same height. The differences in these pres-
sure measurements (Pnw-Pw) are calculated to determine
local Pc at those heights. Locally measured water saturation
and, capillary pressure are then used to construct the
dynamic and quasi-steady Pc-Swcurves. These curves are
subsequently used to calculate the dynamic coefficient (s).

Measurement sensors

In our experiments, mini-TDR model T-3 probes (East 30
Sensors, Washington) are used for measuring water satura-
tion in the porous sample. These are calibrated in a cell of
10.2 cm diameter and 4 cm height. For this the following
procedures are adopted. The TDR probes are connected to
an interface called multiplexer [synchronous device for mea-
surement, SDMX50, Campbell Scientific (CSI), Loughbor-
ough, UK] which is then connected to a TDR unit (TDR100,
CSI, Loughborough, UK) by a coaxial interconnecting cable
(CSI, Loughborough, UK). The TDR100 unit is also con-
nected to a data logger (CR10X, CSI, Loughborough, UK)
to record the apparent length of the probes and a computer
with a software (PCTDR, CSI, Loughborough, UK) for auto-
matic logging of the water content.

The first step in the calibration of the mini-TDR probe is
to determine the parameters of an input function of the data

Figure 1. Sketch of experimental set up.
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logger program to be used to model the relevant portion of
the input signal of the mini-TDR probes. For this purpose, a
mini-TDR probe is connected to the TDR100 unit which is
then connected to a computer running the PCTDR software.
The power supply to the TDR100 unit is switched on and a
waveform is collected by the PCTDR software. The col-
lected waveforms indicate the apparent distance for wave-
form start and apparent waveform length for that specific
probe. Waveform starts and its lengths for two other probes
are also measured with the same procedure.

Having found the apparent waveform start and length val-
ues for probes, the TDR100 unit is connected to the SDM
control ports of the data logger via a short five conductor
cable. The cell is filled with a known amount of water and a
predetermined amount of sand is then poured into the cell.
Subsequently, vacuum is applied for 24 hours to take any pos-
sible trapped air out of the porous sample. The TDR100 unit
is switched on and the mini-TDR probe readings are recorded
with the data-logger. Next, the water-saturated sand in the cell
is replaced by a sand sample which is fully saturated with oil
and de-aired. Again, the data logger records the data for this
sample. These two measurements provide the limiting points
for calibration curve corresponding to 100% and 0% of water
in the cell. Then, the sample saturated fully with a mixture of
known amount of water and oil is placed in the cell. The sam-
ple is de-aired and the mini-TDR probe readings are recorded.
Samples with different proportion of water and oil but the
same mass are considered to find enough points for calibration
curves. Knowing the exact amount of each phase in the mix-
ture of fluid in each sample for determining various points
and also the amount of single phase for the limiting points of
the calibration procedure, a plot of sample water saturation
vs. mini-TDR probe reading is prepared. Table 1 presents dif-
ferent probe lengths determined by PCTDR software and the
parameters of a polynomial function calculated from curve fit-
ting for calibrating the TDR probe. Once the calibration func-
tions are determined for each mini-TDR probe, they are
mounted in predefined locations in the cell and fixed in place
by applying silicone sealant.

In this work, six PTs (XTC-190M-7 BARG, Kulite Semi-
conductor Products, Leonia, NJ) were used for pressure
measurements. I-vyon F3.2 P4 treated (Porvair Technology,
a division of Porvair Filtration Group, Wrexham, UK) poly-
meric filters were placed as the membrane in front of the
PTs which were used to measure the pressures of the non-
wetting phase (silicone oil). Vyon is naturally hydrophobic
which prevents aqueous solutions from wetting out the pore
structure. To make it hydrophilic, Porvair Technology
applies special treatment process to enhance its surface wet-
ting characteristics allowing immediate uptake of a wetting
fluid and very high entry pressure for nonwetting fluid. To
measure water pressures at three different heights of the cell,
three PTs are mounted in one side of the cell. A small gap
between a PT and a filter allows the fluid to accumulate in
front of the PT for pressure measurement. Depending on the

wettability characteristic, each filter is de-aired and saturated
with either water (wetting phase) or oil (nonwetting phase)
before setting up the in situ PT calibration for pressure mea-
surement. The de airing unit consists of two circular reser-
voirs to facilitate sealed installation inside the cylindrical
cell for in situ de-airing and saturating. Each reservoir con-
sists of a main flow line drilled in the middle and three holes
on the side to provide connection with housing unit and
main flow line. The main flow line of each reservoir is con-
nected to inflow and outflow line at lower and upper ends to
provide suction and discharge of de-airing fluids and air,
respectively.

Once the de-airing and saturating is done, the flow line of
vacuum pump is disconnected whilst the de-airing unit is in
place. The PTs are connected to CR10X data logger for data
collection. The LoggerNet 3.1 support software (CSI, Lough-
borough, UK) provides the facilities for communications,
programming, data transfer, and data processing during cali-
bration and through the experiment. When the calibration
unit pressure is decreased to atmospheric pressure, the air
pressure line is disconnected. A plot of PT reading per exci-
tation voltage (mV/V) vs. total pressure, which is the cali-
bration unit pressure plus hydrostatic fluid head above each
PT, is plotted. It seems that a linear function gives a good fit
to the data points with reasonable accuracy. Such a plot
gives the calibration equation for each pair of PT. The slope
of the line is multiplier and the intercept gives the offset
value for each PT to program the data logger. Following the
collection of calibration data, the experimental cell is care-
fully mounted on top of a metal plate equipped with fully
saturated and de-aired hydrophilic filter. The cell is then
filled with water and the de-airing unit is removed to prevent
any air flow to de-aired filters and PTs. Having determined
the measurement sensors calibration function to program the
data logger for pressure and saturation measurements, the
sample is prepared to conduct two-phase flow experiments.

Properties of porous samples and fluids

Our experiments were conducted using two commercial
grades of silica sand, namely, Leighton Buzzard DA 14/25
as coarse-grained and Leighton Buzzard DA 30 as fine-
grained sand (WBB Minerals, Cheshire, UK). Both sands
provide high uniformity of particles (d60/d10 ¼ 1.32 for the
coarse and 1.21 for the fine sand), high sphericity, high
chemical purity and very low organic matter content. Sili-
cone oil (BDH Laboratory Supplies, Poole, UK) with viscos-
ity of 200 cSt which has negligible solubility in water, vola-
tility at room-temperature and health risk is selected as the
nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL). The selected aqueous
phase for our experiments is distilled water.

The two-phase flow experiments were carried out in a cy-
lindrical acrylic cell, 102 mm in diameter and 120 mm in
length. In all experiments, the sand was first purged of air
by stirring sand in a distilled water reservoir until no air
bubble came out of the mixture. The mixture was then put

Table 1. Fitting/Calibration Parameters for Determination of Sw for Our Experiments (Data Follow a Third-Order
Polynomial Equation of the Form: Sw ¼ Aþ B3Ka þ C3Ka

2 þ D3Ka
3Þ

Probe Name Probe Length (mm) Probe Offset (mm) A B C D

TDR-1 68 5.6 �1.5996 0.3215 �0.0147 0.0002
TDR-2 65 5.7 �1.6637 0.3362 �0.0156 0.0002
TDR-3 67 5.5 �1.7824 0.3555 �0.0165 0.0003
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in a vacuum unit to eliminate any trapped air bubble for 24
hours. The cell was carefully mounted on a plate equipped
with an o-ring for tight sealing and, a de-aired and fully
water saturated hydrophilic filter to facilitate water drainage
and prevent oil flow at outflow section. Wet and de-aired
sand were then poured into the cell filled with water. The
whole unit is placed in a container to collect extra water and
the container is placed in a mechanical shaker to provide
even and dense fully water saturated packing.

The homogeneity of porous samples was checked by X-
ray tomography. Once it was ascertained that the samples
have homogeneous packing, the porosity of the sand pack
was determined from the total mass of each sand pack.
Before conducting a two-phase flow experiment, single
phase flow using water and closely following constant head
permeability test was performed to measure intrinsic perme-
ability of the sand pack. To perform this experiment, a
hydrophilic filter was placed on the top of the sand column
and inflow reservoir (Mariotte Bottle) was filled with dis-
tilled water.

Properties of the fine and coarse sands, which include the
intrinsic permeability, porosity, Brooks–Corey parameters23

determined from quasi-static experimental results are listed in
Table 2. The properties of fluids used in our experiments have
also been presented in this table. The premises on which these
tests take place are kept at a constant temperature of 20�C so
as to avoid any influence of temperature variation on density,
viscosity and surface tension of the fluids used.

Procedures for quasi-static and dynamic two-phase flow
experiments

Having measured the porosity and permeability of the sat-
urated porous sample, the upper hydrophilic filter is replaced
by a hydrophobic filter and a Mariotte Bottle filled with
silicone oil is connected to allow its flow into the cell
(Figure 1). The Mariotte bottle provides constant pressure
for the flow of oil in the experimental cell provided through
a manual pressure regulator.

Quasi-static two-phase flow experiments

Our quasi-static flow experiments are conducted as fol-
lows: the outflow valve at the bottom of the cell is kept
open to allow very low flow rate during experiment. It is
levelled with the top of the sand to overcome hydrostatic
head pressure gradient which minimizes gravity effect. The
initial pressure of silicone oil is zero within sand column.
However, the PTs recording the silicone oil pressure show
the hydrostatic pressure head which is equal to the pressure
measured by PTs measuring water pressure at the same

height. Then, the pressure of silicone oil on the top column
boundary is gradually increased by increasing air pressure on
top of the Mariotte bottle. This leads to infiltration of sili-
cone oil through hydrophobic filter at the top of the cell.
Injected oil displaces water out of the sand column. Water
saturation (Sw) is directly measured using the three TDR
probes in the experimental cell. To confirm the Sw readings,
some measurements of Sw are also done considering the ini-
tial water content and outflow water volume. These are then
compared with the TDR readings of average Sw. The reason
why the TDR readings are used in our work to plot the Pc–
Swcurves is because we are interested in the local measure-
ments of the dynamic coefficients which will not be possible
otherwise if the TDR probes are not used.

The flow experiments are carried out until steady-state
flow condition is reached, i.e., the water flow rate stabilizes
at outflow valve. Measured Sw and Pc provide one point of a
quasi-static Pc–Swcurve. Next, the imposed air pressure on
the Marriot bottle, and hence the oil pressures, is increased
and the experiment is continued until a new steady state is
reached. A second point for the Pc–Swcurve is thus obtained.
This process is repeated several times to determine a com-
plete Pc-Sw curve for a sample. This procedure is continued
until the measured water content at the lower TDR probe
reaches irreducible water content (Siw) and stays constant.
Then, the experimental set-up is then disassembled for clean-
ing and de-airing the filters for new experiments. The sample
is remounted and PTs de-aired again and calibration
resumed. The testing cell is reassembled and repacked with
clean sand to conduct a new experiment.

Dynamic two-phase flow experiments

To conduct the dynamic two-phase flow experiments, the
imposed silicone oil pressure at the top of domain is
increased to a high pressure and kept constant by imposing a
constant air pressure on Mariotte bottle. Table 3 shows the
applied pressures for carrying out different dynamic two-
phase flow experiments in this work. The dynamic two-phase
flow is continued until the saturation at lower TDR probe
reaches its irreducible water saturation (Siw). The TDR
probes measure the water content while the PTs record oil
and water pressure, as explained before. They provide the
necessary data to determine three local dynamic Pc-Swcurves
for each boundary pressure. Once the oil front reaches the
bottom filter and lower mini-TDR probe start showing the
irreducible saturation (Siw) the experiment is terminated.
This experiment is repeated for four different conditions to
provide enough dynamic Pc-Swcurves for determining s-Sw

relationships. These curves are then used with steady-state

Table 2. Fluids and Porous Media Properties Which are Relevant in Our Studies

Property Coarse Sand Fine Sand Water Silicon Oil

Permeability, K(m2) 8.7 � 10�10 3.1 � 10�10 – –
Porosity, y(-) 0.35 0.32 – –
Entry pressure, Pd (Nm�2) 510 675 – –
Pore size distribution index, k(-) 2.07 2.55 – –
Residual water saturation, Srw(-) 0.258 0.271 – –
Density, q (kg m�3) – – 1000 968
Viscosity, l (kg m�1s�1) – – 1 � 10�3 193 � 10�3

Surface tension, r (Nm�1)a – – 0.072b 0.035c

The media properties are determined experimentally and the fluid properties are either standard values or taken from literature.
aAs reported in Adamson and Gast.24

bWater–air system.
cSilicon oil—water system.
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Pc-Swcurves to calculate the dynamic coefficient at the three
different measurement heights within the column as dis-
cussed in the results.

Numerical analyses

Having conducted laboratory experiments to investigate
the dynamic effect on two-phase flow in porous media, we
aim to simulate these experiments in this section. The main
objective is to describe the experiments using previously
reported theoretical frameworks and to explore if the results
from these numerical simulations compare to the experimen-
tal results. The boundary conditions (Table 3) and size of
the domain for numerical simulations (Table 4) are the same
as those used for laboratory experiment. Furthermore, the
configuration of cylindrical domain and the governing equa-
tions (Table 5) to simulate fluid flow in porous media are
the same as used by Mirzaei and Das.2 Porous media and
fluid properties are defined to be the same as those measured
and/or calculated in laboratory experiment as presented in
Table 2.

The procedures for simulation of dynamic and quasi-static
Pc–Swcurves are described in detail by Mirzaei and Das2

which also follow closely the experimental procedures. They
are not repeated in this article due to lack of space.

Averaging methods

As explained earlier, the experimental capillary pressure–
saturation (Pc-Sw) and saturation–time (Sw-t) curves are
measured at three heights within the cell. Therefore, in the
numerical modeling, the capillary pressure and saturation
values are averaged over the three corresponding measure-
ment volumes, namely the upper, middle and lower measure-
ment volumes. These volumes are equal to the volumes of
the porous media around each laboratory measurement points
where the measurement points are located in the middle of
the measurement volumes. The upper, middle and lower
measurement volumes are equal.

To obtain the average Pc-Swand Sw-t curves at the mea-
surement heights, the capillary pressure and saturation values

of each node in the corresponding measurement volume are
averaged as follows

Pc
tnjð ÞVi
¼ Pnwh i tn

j � Pwh i tnjð ÞVi

¼

Pm
j¼1

ð1� SwjÞPnwj

Pm
j¼1

ð1� SwjÞ
�

Pm
j¼1

SwjPwj

Pm
j¼1

Swj

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

���������
tn

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

Vi

ð3Þ

where, tn is an arbitrary nth time step, Pc
tnjð ÞVi

is the average
capillary pressure at time tn over a measurement volume Vi

where i ¼ 1,2,3 correspond to the three measurement volumes
from top to bottom of the domain, Pnwh i tnj and Pwh i tnj are the
volume averaged nonwetting and wetting phase pressure, Pnwj

and Pwj are the nonwetting and wetting phase pressures and,
Snwj and Swj are the saturations corresponding to nonwetting
and wetting phase pressure at time tn in an arbitrary jth node
where j ¼ 1, 2, 3,… m, m being the total number of numerical
nodes in the measurement volume Vi.

At each node of the numerical grid, the saturation and vol-
ume of the wetting and nonwetting fluids are related as fol-
lows

Vwj þ Vnwj ¼ /� Vj (4)

Sc ¼
Vcj

Vj � /
; c � w; nw (5)

Swj þ Snwj ¼ 1 (6)

where, Vwj and Vnwj are the volumes of the wetting and
nonwetting phases in the arbitrary node j, respectively. Vj is
the volume of node j and Swj and Snwj are the saturation of the
wetting and nonwetting phase in node j.

Average water saturation at an arbitrary time tn in the
measurement volume Vi is calculated using an averaging of
saturation of individual nodes in the numerical measurement
volume Vi

Table 4. Number of Nodes and Nodal Spacing for Different Domain Geometries

Domain Geometry

Number of Nodes � Nodal Spacing in Different Geometries

N � DR (cm) N � DH (�) N � DX (cm) N � DY (cm) N � DZ (cm)

2D rectangular – – 8 � 1.25 1 � 7.92 1 � 0.05, 24 � 0.5, 1 � 0.05
3D rectangular – – 8 � 1.25 8 � 0.988 1 � 0.05, 24 � 0.5, 1 � 0.05
3D cylindrical 4 � 1.25 4 � 90 – – 1 � 0.05, 24 � 0.5, 1 � 0.05

N, number of nodes; DR, nodal spacing in R direction for cylindrical domain; DH, nodal spacing in H direction for cylindrical domain; DX, nodal spacing in X
direction for rectangular domains (2D or 3D); DY, nodal spacing in Y direction for rectangular domains (2D or 3D); DZ, nodal spacing in Z direction for rectan-
gular and cylindrical domains (2D or 3D).

Table 3. Boundary Conditions Applied for Different Dynamic Drainage Displacement in Cylindrical Homogeneous Porous
Media Considering Pressure Cell Experiment Used for the Measurement of Two-Phase Flow Properties

Displacement case
Time

Duration (hr)

Top Boundary Bottom Boundary

Dirichlet Nonwetting
Phase Pressure (Pa)

Dirichlet Water
Pressure (Pa)

Dynamic case-1 5.6 8 Zero Flux Water 1.2 Zero Flux
Nonwetting PhaseDynamic case-2 3.9 9 1.2

Dynamic case-3 2.8 10 1.2
Dynamic case-4 2.1 11 1.2

Dirichlet boundary condition of pressure is imposed for nonwetting phase at the Top and water at the Bottom. Zero flux boundary condition is imposed for
water at the Top and nonwetting phase at the bottom. This allows only nonwetting phase infiltration at the Top and water outflow at the Bottom of the pressure
cell.
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Sw tnjð ÞVi
¼

Pm
j¼1

Swj/jVj

��
tn

Pm
j¼1

/jVj

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

Vi

(7)

Porosity of each numerical cell is the same. Hence, the
porosity term in Eq. 7 can be cancelled. Based on the
averaged water saturations at different times at each mea-
surement volume, qS/qt at each numerical measurement
volume is then calculated. This is also the slope of aver-
age water saturation vs. time curve at any time. It is
approximated based on a central differencing scheme, as
shown below

@S

@t
Sw;tn

��� �
Vi

¼
Sw tnþ1

�� � Sw tn�1
j

tnþ1 � tn�1

� �
Vi

(8)

where, Sw tn�1
j , Sw tnj , and Sw tnþ1

�� are the average wetting phase
saturation at tn-1, tn, and tnþ1 calculated using Eq. 7 in any
numerical measurement volume.

Having determined the effective/average Pc-Swcurves and
qS/qt vs. time curves, Eq. 2 is applied to calculate dynamic
coefficient in different numerical measurement volumes. As
explained before, saturation weighted average of calculated
dynamic coefficient and average wetting phase saturation
values in different measurement volumes are calculated to
find the average dynamic coefficient values for the whole
domain.

Results and Discussions

Experimental results

Pressure Distribution in Porous Samples. In this section,
we briefly discuss the distribution of pressure of the wetting
and nonwetting phases in the porous samples. Figure 2 shows
the boundary and the local fluid pressures at three different
heights within the sample measured by selective PTs. The fig-
ure shows that a pair of PTs mounted at the same height show
similar behavior before an advancing front of silicone oil
reaches them. As soon as the silicone oil reaches the hydro-
phobic filter in an oil PT, it shows an increase in pressure.
This is because of the hydrophobicity of the filter which
allows only the oil to flow through the filter and reaches the oil
in the oil compartment that exists in front of the PT. However,
the water PT reads a constant pressure since the oil cannot
flow through hydrophilic filter but still insert hydrostatic head
on the filter. The differences in the pressures of the nonwetting
and wetting phases at a certain height in the domain are deter-
mined, which are the capillary pressures (Pc) at that height in
the domain. These Pc data are then used to construct the Pc-Sw

curves. The results presented in Figure 2 are only for the case
when the pressure of the nonwetting phase is 8 kPa on the
sample boundary. Similar trends are found for the other values
of boundary pressures and are not included in this article.

Water Saturation (Sw) Distribution in Porous Sample. Figure 3
shows the changes of water saturation (Sw) with time at three

Figure 2. Pressure transducers readings for boundary
pressure (oil pressure) of 8 kPa applied on
the top boundary in coarse sand domain.

Figure 3. Saturation vs. time (Sw-t) in coarse sand for
boundary oil pressures of 8, 9, 10, and 11 kPa.

Table 5. Governing Equations Used in Numerical Modeling1–4

Governing Model Equations Definition of Parameters

Extended version of Darcy’s law for conservation
of momentum of fluid phases

qc þ Krck
lc
� rPc ¼ 0 for c � w; nw

The subscripts ‘‘w’’ and ‘‘nw’’ are the wetting (water) and nonwetting
(DNAPL) fluid phases; q [LT�1]: fluid flow velocity Kr [-]: relative
permeability, k[L2]: intrinsic permeability; l [ML�1T�1:
fluid viscosity; P [ML�1T�2]: average pore pressure

Continuity equation for conservation of fluid
saturation in porous domain
@
@t /qcSc
� �

þr � qcqc
� �

¼ 0 for c � w; nw

/ [-]: porosity of the medium; q[ML�3]:fluid density; S[-] average fluid
saturation in the porous medium

Brooks-Corey-Burdin (Brooks-Corey, 1964)
relationships for capillary pressure and relative
permeability in domain

Sew ¼ Pc

Pd

� ��k
for Pc � Pd

Sew[-]: effective saturation of the wetting phase; Pd [ML�1T�2]: entry
pressure of the medium;k[-]: pore size distribution index; Srw[-]:
irreducible wetting phase saturation

Sew ¼ 1 for Pc � Pd

Sew ¼ Sw�Srw

1�Srw

� �
; 0 � Sew � 1

Krw ¼ Sew
ð2þkÞ=k

Krnw ¼ ð1� SewÞ2ð1� S
ð2þkÞ=k
ew Þ
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different heights within the porous domain as the silicone oil
displaces water out of the cell containing coarse sand. In the
figure Sw values at different heights of coarse sand are plotted
against the time elapsed from the beginning of the experi-
ments. The oil pressures at the domain boundary are indi-
cated in the figures. As evident in the figure the TDR probe
shows slightly higher irreducible water saturation (Srw) at the
middle of the domain in comparison to that of the upper
probe. In contrast, the lowest probe shows that Srw at the bot-
tom of the domain is higher as compared to the upper and
middle parts of the domain. This is somewhat expected as
our experimental rig mimics that of a pressure cell. Conse-
quently when the front of the silicone oil reaches the lower
hydrophilic filter in our experimental cell, it cannot flow any
further and it tends to accumulate over the filter. This pre-
vents smooth outflow of water near the bottom of the cell
and results in higher Srw at the bottom of the porous sample.
The bypassed and isolated water in the porous sample cannot
be mobilized which seems to result in a stabilized Sw-t profile
in the middle and especially the lower part of the domain. If
the saturation–time (Sw-t) curves are superimposed for a cer-
tain boundary condition they would show that although the
probes in different heights do not result in similar residual
saturation values the curves have very similar profiles. Figure
3 also shows the Sw-t curves at the three different heights for
all dynamic flow conditions in one figure. As expected, the
figure shows that the higher is the boundary pressure, the
higher is the residual saturation. In higher boundary pressure,
the advancing front reaches the probes earlier compared to a
lower boundary pressure. The Sw-t curves show very consist-
ent trend in all locations.

Figure 4a displays a comparison between Sw-t curves for
the fine and coarse sand at different heights in the samples
for silicone oil pressure of 8 kPa. As expected, the advanc-
ing nonwetting phase takes longer to reach the upper mea-
surement height in the fine sand domain than in coarse sand
domain due to the lower permeability of the fine sand. The
figure also shows that the residual water saturations are
higher in the fine sand domain due to smaller pore size and
consequently lower permeability of fine sand domain. Simi-
lar trends are observed for the other oil boundary pressures,
i.e., 9, 10, and 11 kPa.

The figures show that the Sw is higher in fine sand than
that in the coarse sand at the same time. Also, for different

boundary conditions, the residual water saturation is higher
towards the bottom of the domain in both the media
although this is more pronounced in fine sand. Residual
water saturation increases with increasing boundary pressure.
It is obvious, therefore, both the boundary conditions and
porous media types affect the distribution and value of Srw.
Figure 4b shows that similar to the coarse sand domain,
higher boundary pressure results in faster displacement of
water by the nonwetting phase in fine sand. It implies that at
higher boundary pressure (11 kPa oil pressure in this case)
an advancing oil front reaches a measurement point earlier
than the lower boundary pressure displacement (8 kPa oil
pressure in this case), which is consistent with the expected
results.

Quasi-Static Pc-Sw Relationships in Porous Samples. Quasi-
static Pc-Sw curves have been discussed extensively in the
literature and are well understood. However, we present
some typical results of our experiments for the completion
of the discussions and since these curves are needed for
determining the dynamic coefficients. Figure 5 displays the
quasi-static Pc-Swcurves for drainage of coarse and fine sand
domains. The Pc-Swcurves are determined from both the
local and boundary capillary pressure data. As expected and
shown in Figure 5a for coarse sand domain, the Pc-Swcurves
calculated from the local pressure and water saturation meas-
urements overlay the Pc-Swcurves calculated from the bound-
ary pressures and cumulative water drained out of sample.
This is because at quasi-static conditions, the local Pc-
Swcurves follow the Pc-Swcurves measured from the bound-
ary Pc data. For simplicity, we will call the Pc-Swcurves
measured from the boundary data as effective quasi-static
Pc-Swcurve from now on. Also, a comparison of Pc-Swcurve
determined for drainage of fine and coarse sand domains
(Figure 5b) shows that the Pc-Swcurves for the porous me-
dium with lower intrinsic permeability (fine sand in this
case) lies higher which is consistent with the expected trend.

To verify the reliability of the experimental data, experi-
ments with oil pressure of 10 kPa at the top boundary of the
domains were also conducted to obtain quasi static Pc-
Swcurves. It was found that the results of the original and
repeated experiments almost overlapped. This gave the confi-
dence that the experiments have been conducted correctly
and the results can be reproduced using the developed exper-
imental rig.

Figure 4. (a) Sw-t curves in fine and coarse sand domains for 8 kPa boundary pressure; (b) Sw-t curves of fine
sand domain for all boundary conditions in dynamic flow condition.
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Dynamic Pc-Sw Relationships in Porous Samples In this
section, we discuss some typical results for the dynamic Pc-
Sw relationships. These experimental results include the
dynamic Pc-Swcurves determined from locally measured
phase pressures and saturation at different locations for dif-
ferent boundary conditions for coarse and fine sand domains.
The Pc-Swcurves at different locations follow similar trends
and almost overlay in both coarse and fine sand domains.
This consistent behavior is shown irrespective of the bound-
ary conditions. However, at higher boundary pressure (11
kPa, for instance) the local capillary pressure at the lowest
measurements location shows slightly different behavior
towards the lower saturation. In both the fine and coarse
sand domains, the higher boundary pressures result in higher
residual saturation. This is expected as shown in Sw-t profiles
in both fine and coarse sand domains. Figure 6 displays a
comparison of the local dynamic Pc-Swcurves in coarse and
fine sand domains. Similar to the quasi-static flow condi-
tions, the local dynamic Pc-Swcurves in the fine sand domain
lie higher. Figure 6 also demonstrates that the dynamic
Pc-Swcurves depend on the applied boundary pressure and

porous media properties such as the permeability and pore
size distribution. Furthermore, for porous media with the
same properties, there is not a unique Pc-Swcurve.

Calculation of Dynamic Coefficient (s). Equation 2
shows that if Pc,dyn-Pc,equ and qSw/qt are known at a given
saturation value, s can be determined. Having determined
the Pc,equ and Pc,dyn in both fine and coarse sand domains,
we plot the curves at the same measurement heights for calcu-
lating the dynamic coefficient. For example, Figure 7 shows a
set of typical quasi-static and dynamic Pc-Swcurves at the mid-
dle of the fine and coarse sand domains which are used for cal-
culating the dynamic coefficient at this location. The higher
the boundary pressure, the further away from the quasi-static
curve the dynamic curves lie, for both media types. Similar,
trends are observed at other locations in the domain.

qSw/qt–t Relationships at Different Heights of Porous
Sample. In this section, we discuss the time derivative of
saturation (qSw/qt) vs. time (t) curves for fine and coarse
sand domains. qSw/qt is the slope of a Sw-t curve, and hence
the rate of change of saturation at a particular time. In our
case, the qSw/qt-t relationships indicate how the rates of
change of saturation may vary with time as the silicone oil
displaces water out of the cell which in turn determines the
dynamic coefficient (see Eq. 2). As expected, qSw/qt is not
constant and varies with time. Figure 8 displays the qSw/qt-t
determined from the locally measured saturations at different
locations in fine and coarse sand domains. The Figures 8a–c
use the time elapsed from the start of the experiment while
Figure 8d uses the time from the moment of first change of
saturation occurs. As shown in this figure, fine sand domain
results in slightly higher qSw/qt values compared to coarse
sand domain. Superimposed qSw/qt–t curves (Figure 8d) for
fine and coarse sand domains are also compared which again
show the consistency in the behavior of curves. Also, @Sw

@t –t
relationships determined at the three different heights of
coarse sand domain show that there is a slight discrepancy
in the lower measurement point where the higher residual
saturation may be high at higher boundary pressure. The
curves in Figures 7 and 8 are used to find Pc,dyn-Pc,equ and
qSw/qt–t for the calculation of local s-Swrelationships.

s-Sw Relationships at Different Heights of Porous Sam-
ple. In this section, we discuss how the dynamic coeffi-
cients are calculated. For this purpose, the values of Pc,dyn-

Figure 6. Comparison of dynamic Pc-Sw curves at
boundary pressures of 11 kPa for fine and
coarse sands.

Similar trends are observed for boundary pressures of 8,

9, and 10 kPa.

Figure 5. Quasi-static capillary pressure curves (a) coarse sand quasi-static Pc-Sw curves determined from locally
measured and boundary pressure and saturation data and (b) effective quasi-static Pc-Sw curves deter-
mined from local and boundary data for coarse and fine sands.
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Pc,equ and qSw/qt at various saturation are determined as pre-
sented in Figures 7 and 8 at three different heights in the
fine and coarse sand domains. A plot of Pc,dyn-Pc,equ v/s qSw/
qt is necessary to calculate s. A typical plot at the middle of
the coarse sand domain is presented in Figure 9. As shown
in this figure, straight lines can be fitted to the data points at
different saturation values. Based on Eq. 2, the slope of
these straight lines is defined as s for that particular satura-
tion value.

Figure 10 shows the results for locally calculated
s-Swcurves for drainage of fine and coarse sand domains.
Figure 10a shows s-Swdependence at the upper measurement
point of coarse and fine sand domains. Highlighted part of
the graph is magnified in Figure 10b for 0.5\Sw\1 to show
the difference in dynamic coefficient and its values at higher
saturation for both porous medium types. Although in Figure
10a the dynamic coefficient seems to be small and remains
fairly constant for coarse sand domain in higher saturation

Figure 8. (a, b) qS/qt-t curves in coarse and fine sand domain for all boundary conditions; (c, d) qS/qt-t curves in
fine and coarse sand domains for 8 kPa boundary pressure.

Similar comparisons of the curves are observed for other boundary conditions. The Figures 8a–c use the time elapsed from the

start of the experiment while Figure 8d uses the time from the moment of first change of saturation occurs.

Figure 7. (a, b) Local dynamic and quasi-static Pc-Sw curves at the middle measurement height of coarse and fine
sand domains.

Similar trends are observed at the upper and lower measurement points. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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range, Figure 10b shows that this may not be the case. Fig-
ures 10c, d show the s-Swcurves at the middle and lower
measurement heights of both sands. As evident, the dynamic
coefficient increases as saturation decreases at all measure-
ment heights but this is not a linear dependence. Also, the
dynamic coefficient is higher in the fine sand domain at the
same saturation in all heights.

In terms of relaxation time and/or required force/energy to
reach quasi-static condition, the local s-Swdata in Figures
10a–d show that within a homogeneous domain of particular
physical properties such as permeability, porosity and pore

size distribution, the required energy/relaxation time to force
the equilibrium may not depend on the location of measure-
ment point within the domain. However, they strongly
depend on the saturation of wetting phase. The results show
that the system at lower water saturation needs much higher
dynamic coefficient to reach the quasi-static condition,
implying the dependence of the coefficient on porous media
properties.

Effective s-Sw Relationships. Because the s-Swcurves fol-
low fairly consistent trend in different locations in both fine
and coarse sand domains, one could average the data and
present an effective t-Swcurves as a function of average water
saturation for the whole domain, as shown in Figure 11. The
average values are calculated by using the following
equations

Swh i ¼

Pi¼n

i¼1

�
Sw

����tn :
�

Vi

Vi

Pi¼n

i¼1

Vi

(9)

sh i
���� Sh i: ¼

Pi¼n

i¼1

�
s� Sw

����tn :
�

Vi

Vi

Pi¼n

i¼1

�
Sw

����tn :
�

Vi

Vi

���� Sh i: (10)

where hSwi is volume weighted water saturation which is also
the average/effective water saturation, hsi|S is saturation
weighted dynamic coefficient (s), which is the average/
effective s and presented as a function of average/effective

Figure 10. (a–d). Dynamic coefficient vs. saturation data in fine and coarse sand domains.

Figure 9. Plot of the difference between dynamic and
quasi-static Pc-Sw curve (Pc,dyn –Pc,stat 5 DPc)
vs. time derivative of saturation (qSw/qt) for
dynamic coefficient (s) calculation at the
middle measurement point of coarse sand
domain.
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saturation. (s)Vi
is the dynamic coefficient and Sw tnjð ÞVi

is the
measured saturation at measurement volume Vi at correspond-
ing measurement height i, and i ¼ 1,2,3,…,n is the number of
measurements heights in which the s-Swcurves are calculated,
i.e., the number of s-Swcurves, in which n ¼ 3.

Figure 11 presents the average s-Swcurves in coarse and
fine sand domains. Again, the s-Swcurves in the fine sand
domain lie above that for coarse sand domain. This means
that the fine sand domain requires more force to reach quasi-
static flow condition.

Having found the s-Sw relationships at different heights of
sample, one may use different averaging methods (volume
weighted average as is used in this research, arithmetic aver-
age, geometric average, harmonic average, etc.) to find an
average value for the whole domain. In this study, saturation
weighted averaging of three locally measured s-Swcurves
(Eq. 10) is used. The patterns of the curves are similar to the
ones observed previously by many authors.

Numerical analyses

In an attempt to simulate the dynamic and quasi-static
two-phase flow in homogeneous domains, corresponding Pc-
Sw curves at three measurement volumes are determined.
Figure 12 displays the results of the dynamic and quasi-static
numerical experiments for the middle measurement volume
of numerical coarse sand domain. Similar to laboratory
experiments, the averaged dynamic Pc-Swcurves lie higher
than the averaged quasi-static Pc-Sw curves. In the numerical
experiments, the practical problems such as breakthrough of
nonwetting phase through lower filter do not happen. There-
fore, the displacement continues until the residual water sat-
uration distribution is similar throughout the domain. At this
condition, the range of capillary pressure is also higher
(Figure 12). Therefore, the capillary pressure–saturation
curves for lower capillary pressure values (or higher satura-
tion values) are suppressed and Pc-Swtrends are not clear. To
show Pc-Swcurves for lower capillary pressure values, the
Pc-Swcurves are magnified for 0.4\Pc\1.8 kPa. As shown
in Figure 12, the higher boundary pressure results in higher
capillary pressure in the beginning of numerical experiment,
when average saturation is high. This is logical considering
the fact that the Brookes-Corey-Burdine formulations20 are

Figure 12. Average/effective dynamic and quasi-static
Pc-Sw curves at the middle measurement
volume of a coarse sand domain.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which

is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 13. Numerical s-Sw data calculated at the upper,
middle and lower measurement volumes
and effective s-Sw data (the line).

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which

is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 11. Average dynamic coefficient vs. saturation
relationships for fine and coarse sand
domains.

Figure 14. Comparison of experimental and numerical
effective s-Sw relationships for coarse sand.
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used in numerical model to perform modeling of fluid flow
in porous media. The same trend is observed at upper and
lower measurement volumes.

The same procedure explained earlier is used to calculate
the dynamic coefficient at three measurement volumes in the
numerical domain. Figure 13 shows three s-Swdata sets cal-
culated at different measurement volumes and effective s-Sw

data calculated using Eqs. 9 and 10. As is shown in this fig-
ure, the local s-Swdata follow consistent trend and overlie.
Effective s-Sw data align with the local s-Sw data. As shown
in the experimental results, the dynamic coefficient is a non-
linear function of water saturation and increases as water sat-
uration decreases. Figure 14 shows a comparison of the aver-
age s-Swdata calculated from numerical and laboratory
experiments performed on a coarse sand domain. As evident
from the figure, the experimental and numerical effective
s-Sw data overlie. It is clear that the results of the experi-
ments may be predicted using the numerical models pre-
sented earlier.2,3,4

Conclusions

The article is aimed at direct experimental determination
of dynamic and quasi-static capillary pressure-saturation
curves for two-phase flow in homogeneous porous medium
three-dimensional (3D). Experimental techniques have been
designed to accommodate PTs and TDR probes within 3-D
porous materials of high permeability for in situ measure-
ments of phase pressures and water saturation. Measurements
are generally conducted under specified boundary conditions
over reasonable time periods. The major advantage of this
approach lies in the possibility of gathering the necessary in-
formation to describe two-phase flow behavior at dynamic
and equilibrium conditions for drainage displacement for the
sample material.

In this article, we have presented our experimental study
for two-phase flow in 3-D cylindrical domains for flow in
vertical direction along gravity. The postbreakthrough tran-
sient responses of the total wetting phase saturation and
pressure drop across the porous medium are measured. The
measured dynamic Pc-Swcurves are compared to the corre-
sponding steady-state results and potential differences are
interpreted in the light of the mechanisms governing the
dynamic two-phase flow in porous media. Our results clearly
confirms that the Pc-Swrelationships are not unique and
depend on the flow dynamics, i.e., steady state or dynamic
and the permeability of porous, among other factors. This is
in consistent with our previous numerical results.2,3,25 Our
also results show that the linear relationship proposed in lit-
erature for dynamic capillary pressure is generally valid. In
drainage of porous media, the dynamic coefficient is a non-
linear function of water saturation which increases as satura-
tion decreases. In other words, the flow system needs higher
amount of energy to reach equilibrium as saturation
decreases. Also, saturation weighted average of s-Swrelation-
ships calculated at different locations of a domain gives an
indication of effective s-Sw curves for a domain.

The method adopted in this work has the advantage of
directly measuring the pressure of the wetting and nonwet-
ting phases and saturation profiles within the sample, which
enable a simultaneous determination of local capillary pres-
sure and consequently local dynamic coefficient. However,
(1) minimizing uncertainty on the distribution of fluids near
the effluent, the way in which the end effects are reduced

and (2) the effect of heterogeneities on s-Swrelationship will
be explored in future.

Simulation carried out in this work show that s-Swrelation-
ships can be predicted using previously developed numerical
schemes2,3,4.
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